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A single sleeper, two adjacent sleepers and a track segment are investigated experimentally 
in order to get a basie knowledge of the dynamie response of a vertically loaded railway track up 
to 800 Hz. Since voids are often observed between sleepers and the underlying ballast, special 
emphasis is laid on investigations of partially unsupported sleepers. Detailed information on 
the dynamie displacement field is obtained by the holographic interferometry which is used 
beside conventional accelerometers to record the oscillations. The results show that deviations 
from optima! coupling to the ground result in significant changes of the dynamie behavior. 

1. lNTRODUCTION

The rapid development of modern railway systems, characterized by increas
ing travelling speeds and axle loads, requires to consider the components as a 
whole and, especially, to take into account the interaction between them, e.g. 
between the vehicle, track, and subsoil. 

In the last 20 years, much effort has been made to develop mathematical mod
els in order to understand and to solve various practical problems, cf. KNOTHE 

and GRASSIE [7], and POPP and ScHIEHLE N [11]. A lot of scientific work has been 
performed to refine mechanical models of the bogie-wheelset-track system, e.g. 
by RIPKE and KNOTHE [9]. However, even in sophisticated models, the subsoil 
is often represented simply by a spring and a damper connected in parallel. This 
mechanical model must be considered as insufficient for a detailed investigation 
on the dynamie response of a railway track at high dynamie loading. Therefore, 
the commonly used multi-body dynamie computer codes are not well suited for 
the analysis of the entire system, since the subsoil is not modelled accurately. 






























